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The story of the Rexener hot tubs began with one man’s dream. Thinking, planning, 
manufactured parts, trial and error. This is how the first handmade hot tub was made, from 
Finnish raw materials, at Sarininkulma in Rekijoki. 

At first, the entrepreneur only intended to earn a small amount of additional income. 
However, once orders started pouring in, there wasn’t even time to sleep. By June 2020, 
nearly 1,400 hot tubs had already been sold all over Finland. Demand for such an excellent 
product was high, and now the hot tubs are being developed by a top international team.

Finnish craftsmanship
The premium, handmade fibreglass hot tub found its niche in a market saturated with mass-
produced products. Its uncompromising quality and level of finish said it all. Every hot tub 
manufactured and sold convinced new customers at an increasing pace.

Unique heater
At the same time as Sarininkulma was hard at work manufacturing hot tubs in Sipoo, Grels 
“Celle” Ström had the idea to use the Airrex hall heaters' technology to warm up hot tubs. 
Rexener Bioheater was born. The two men’s paths eventually converged, and now their 
innovations are reflected in Rexener’s hot tubs.

The highest quality hot tubs on the market
Even with all the Finnish “sisu” in play, more than 300 hot tubs in one year began to take its 
toll on the one-man workshop. The time had come to take the next step towards conquering 
the world. With Rex Nordic, the one-man workshop became a Nordic team of nearly 30 
people, who are now building the story of the best hot tubs on the market for future 
generations.

Inspired by northern nature
The colours and material choices of Rexener hot tubs have been inspired by the northern 
nature. The frame and panelling are made of genuine Finnish wood. The colours of our hot 
tubs come from the building blocks of the wintry Northern dreamscape – the white snow and 
the black granite stone of the North, gabbro.

IT ALL STARTED WITH A DREAM
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REXENER hot tubs - uncompromising quality
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REXENER Polar
A HOT TUB, A WHIRLPOOL BATH, A BATHTUB... POLAR IS ALL THIS.

Call it what you will: hot tub, whirlpool bath, plunge bath, bathtub, spa pool. Rexener 
Polar is all these things. Serenity and a simple bathtub design. The bubbles and modern 
atmosphere of a whirlpool bath. The warm and refreshing water of a hot tub. All this is 
crowned by LED lighting, which brings out the colour of the refreshing water.

Handmade in Finland, Rexener Polar is a high-quality premium hot tub. Rexener Polar has 
a much shorter heating time than a traditional wood-fired hot tub or an electric hot tub. A 
built-in filter, UV lights and pool chemicals ensure the water stays clean for a long time. 
Optional pool colours: Gabbro Black or Arctic White. Polar is made of Finnish wood and 
insulated with polyurethane sheeting throughout.

Easy and quick to heat Year-round use Water that remains 
clean

Colour options:
Gabbro Black or Arctic 

White

Jet system UV lights LED lights
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REXENER Polar
Bubbles make for the best baths

WATCH THE VIDEO
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REXENER Polar WHY CHOOSE REXENER POLAR?
Spacious design Seats up to 8 people

Low water  
consumption

1,300 litres at its lowest

Water purification Thanks to the filter and UV light, you 
can use the same water longer than 
you could in traditional hot tub

Easy installation You don’t need an electrician. A 
standard lighting current is enough.

Low power  
consumption

Works with 10A lighting current, so 
the applications are virtually limitless

Superior in freezing 
temperatures

Rexener hot tubs operate at temper-
atures as low as -30 °C – and we 
guarantee that the water will always 
be warm

Easy drainage If you want, you can empty the tub 
quickly and easily – for example, 
when you are going on a trip. You 
can drain the hot tub with the  
supplied circulation pump.

Home maintenance If there’s a problem, we’ll visit your 
home to service your hot tub.

Affordable to use The first heating only takes about 4 
litres of fuel. Even after that,  
consumption is very low.

Saves energy After you use the hot tub, you can 
drop its temperature to 20 °C, for 
example. It only takes about half an 
hour to increase the temperature to 
38 °C again.

Heats with a press of 
a button

Press the button on the heater once, 
and Rexener Bioheater will do the rest. 
Heating can’t get easier than this.

Precise temperature 
control

The automatic thermostat control 
maintains the desired temperature 
(0–40 °C)

Quick heating Heats from cold to ready to use 
(7–37 °C) in approximately 2 hours 
(including 1 hour to fill the pool)

Smokeless heating No smoke to bother your neighbours

Hand made in Finland Our products are handmade in Askola.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Pool Fibreglass

Water capacity 1,300–1,500 litres

Base material Impregnated Finnish wood

Body material Certified Finnish wood

Outer material Certified Finnish wood

Dry weight of the pool ca. 200kg

Dry weight of the equip-
ment cabinet

ca. 100kg

Side walls Removable

Heater Rexener Bioheater 
(biodiesel, diesel, fuel oil)

Temperature control Thermostatically controlled 
(0–40 °C)

Thermal insulation Sheets of polyurethane on the 
base and walls

Mass filter Yes

UV lights Yes, 18W

Circulation pump Yes, with prefilter

Illumination LED lights

Jet system Yes, with preheater (does not 
blow cold air into the pool in 
winter)

Outside dimensions of 
the pool (W x D x H)

189cm x 189cm x 100cm

Outside dimensions of 
the equipment cabinet 
(W x D x H)

152cm x 72cm Front edge height 
96cm, rear edge height 99cm

REXENER Polar
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REXENER Aurora
HIGH-QUALITY HOT TUB WITH A UNIQUE HEATING SYSTEM 

Rexener Aurora heats quickly and easily with our advanced Rexener 
Bioheater water heater. No need to chop firewood. Just press the button, and the pool 
will heat up in less than two hours – including the hour it takes to fill the pool! Consistent 
water temperature – no more water that is too cold or too hot in the pool.

The snow-white Arctic White pool invites bathers to slip into its waters. LED lighting 
illuminates the pool water beautifully. The pool has a unique water-saving design. With 
a filtration system, UV light and chemicals, you can use the same water several times. 
Aurora is made of Finnish wood and insulated with polyurethane sheeting throughout.

Easy and quick to heat Year-round use Pool colour
Arctic White

Water that remains 
clean

Silent
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REXENER Aurora
A new era of hot tubs 

WATCH THE VIDEO
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REXENER Aurora WHY CHOOSE REXENER AURORA?
Spacious design Seats up to 8 people

Low water  
consumption

1,300 litres at its lowest

Water purification Thanks to the filter and UV light, you 
can use the same water longer than 
you could in traditional hot tub

Easy installation You don’t need an electrician. A 
standard lighting current is enough.

Low power  
consumption

Works with 10A lighting current, so 
the applications are virtually limitless

Superior in freezing 
temperatures

Rexener hot tubs operate at temper-
atures as low as -30 °C – and we 
guarantee that the water will always 
be warm

Easy drainage If you want, you can empty the tub 
quickly and easily – for example, 
when you are going on a trip. You 
can drain the hot tub with the sup-
plied circulation pump.

Home maintenance If there’s a problem, we’ll visit your 
home to service your hot tub.

Affordable to use The first heating only takes about 
4 litres of fuel. Even after that, con-
sumption is very low.

Saves energy After you use the hot tub, you can 
reduce its temperature to 20 °C, for 
example. It only takes about half an 
hour to increase the temperature to 
38 °C again.

Heats with a press of 
a button

Press the button on the heater once, 
and Rexener Bioheater will do the rest. 
Heating can’t get easier than this.

Precise temperature 
control

The automatic thermostat control keeps 
the desired temperature (0–40 °C)

Quick heating Heats from cold to ready to use 
(7–37 °C) in approximately 2 hours 
(including 1 hour to fill the pool)

Smokeless heating No smoke to bother your neighbours

Hand made in Finland Our products are handmade in Askola.
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Pool Fibreglass

Water capacity 1,300–1,500 litres

Base material Impregnated Finnish wood

Body material Certified Finnish wood

Outer material Certified Finnish wood

Dry weight of the pool ca. 200kg

Dry weight of the equip-
ment cabinet

ca. 100kg

Side walls Removable

Heater Rexener Bioheater (biodiesel, 
diesel, fuel oil)

Temperature control Thermostatically controlled 
(0–40 °C)

Thermal insulation Sheets of polyurethane on the 
base and walls

Mass filter Yes

UV lights Yes, 18W

Circulation pump Yes, with prefilter

Illumination LED lights

Outside dimensions of the 
pool (W x D x H)

189cm x 189cm x 100cm

Outside dimensions of the 
equipment cabinet (W x 
D x H)

152cm x 72cm
Front edge height 96cm, rear 
edge height 99cm

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
REXENER Aurora
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Pool colour 
Gabbro Black

Cosy wood stove Silent No electricity required

REXENER Silence
TO THE SOURCES OF TRADITION

Rexener Silence respects the traditions of hot tubs in many ways. The high-quality dark 
fibreglass pool handmade in Finland is lined with dark grey Finnish spruce panels. 
Simple, atmospheric, and so very beautiful. This quiet hot tub brings you close to nature. 

The Rexener Wood Heater wood stove exudes northern nature. The blaze of the flames 
is reflected in Rexener’s glass reindeer antlers. Rexener Wood Heater, which utilises the 
thermal energy of wood very efficiently, heats the hot tub’s water at a rate of up to  
15 °C per hour. Silence is made of Finnish wood and insulated with  
polyurethane sheeting throughout.

Year-round use
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REXENER Silence
Enjoy the silence
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REXENER Silence WHY CHOOSE REXENER SILENCE?
Spacious design Seats up to 8 people

Low water consump-
tion

1,300 litres at its lowest

Easy to clean The fibreglass hot tub is easy to 
clean after each use

Home maintenance If there’s a problem, we’ll visit your 
home to service your hot tub.

Key Flag Product Rexener products have the Finnish 
Key Flag Symbol. Our products are 
handmade in Askola.

Efficient stove Rexener Wood Heater heats water at 
a rate of up to 15 °C per hour.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Pool Fibreglass

Water capacity 1,300–1,500 litres

Base material Impregnated Finnish wood

Body material Certified Finnish wood

Outer material Certified Finnish wood

Thermal insulation Sheets of polyurethane on 
the base and walls

Dry weight of the pool ca. 200kg

Side walls Removable

Heater Rexener Wood Heater 
wood stove

Outside dimensions of 
the pool (W x D x H)

189cm x 189cm x 100cm

Wood stove dimensions 
(W x D x H)

40cm x 60cm x 50cm

Weight 38kg

REXENER Silence
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REXENER Cooler Bench
COLD DRINKS STRAIGHT FROM THE BENCH

Now you won’t run out of cold soft drinks! The magical Rexener Cooler Bench makes the 
everyday wonderful! Abracadabra and a 330ml beverage pops out of the bench right into 
your hand. With this bench, you are guaranteed to surprise your friends. What could be 
better than enjoying a cold drink on a hot summer day!

The bench’s patented technology magically lifts a 330ml can into your hand. The bench 
does not require any electricity or batteries; cold drinks placed into the bench will remain 
cool for a long time, even in hot weather or in the sauna. There is an incredibly high-quality 
cold space that holds up to 12 pcs of 0.33 l cans at a time inside the bench.

The bench is a Finnish innovation that is also manufactured in Finland. The colour is stylish 
Rexener Grey, which also matches perfectly with the Rexener hot tubs. The dimensions of 
the bench are (W x D x H) 114cm x 37cm x 47cm.
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WATCH THE VIDEO
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Heats with the touch 
of a button. 

Year-round useQuick heating – heats 
your hot tub in 2 hours

No visible smoke – can be 
used in residential areas

Low consumption. 
Economical.

REXENER Bioheater
HEAT YOUR HOT TUB IN AN INSTANT – SUITABLE FOR ALL HOT TUBS

Rexener Bioheater is the most efficient hot tub heater on the market. Rexener Bioheater is the only heater that can 
heat your hot tub within two hours. Press the button to adjust the temperature, and Rexener Bioheater will heat your 
hot tub – or even your 50,000-litre swimming pool. 

With Rexener Bioheater, you can keep the water temperature constant. Rexener Bioheater can be installed in all hot 
tubs on the market. The installation kit included in the Bioheater Gold package has all the necessary parts to connect 
the heater. Rexener Bioheater can replace a less efficient water heater or an old wood stove.

By using a mass filter and pool chemicals, you can keep your hot tub’s water clean for a long time. Rexener Bioheater 
is also the heat source of Rexener Aurora and Rexener Polar.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Fuel Biodiesel, diesel or fuel oil

Thermostat-controlled Yes

Temperature range 0 °C to 40 °C

Suitable for all hot tubs Yes

Suitable replacement for 
a wood stove

Yes

Suitable for swimming 
pools

Yes, even for pools up to 
50m3 in size

Noise level 48 dB

Capacity 20 kW

Dimensions (W x D x H) 32cm x 58cm x 77cm
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THE FASTEST HEATING  
ON THE MARKET

• Hot tub water volume 1,500 l
• Heating time from 7 °C to 

38 °C approx. 2 h

PACKAGE Bioheater Basic Bioheater Bronze Bioheater Silver Bioheater Gold

Who is it for? The right choice for those 
who have a circulation 
pump and the required 
installation accessories

The right choice for those 
who already have their 
own circulation pump.

The perfect package to re-
place a wood-fired stove.

The perfect package to 
replace a wood-fired stove, 
including a filter. 

Rexener Bioheater Yes Yes Yes Yes

Fuel tank Yes Yes Yes Yes

Installation kit * No. Only two 38mm, 
40mm and 50mm hose 
outlets.

Yes, includes everything 
you need for hot tub 
installation

Yes, includes everything 
you need for hot tub 
installation

Yes, includes everything you 
need for hot tub installation

Circulation pump No No Yes Yes

Mass filter No No No Yes

Filter Fibre No No No Yes

* The installation kit includes approx. 3 meters of durable and flexible water hose, the required number of acid-resistant stainless steel hose 
clamps and connectors for the hot tub’s outlets. Included connectors for hose sizes: 50mm and 75mm, 2 T-pieces and sealing tape. With the 
installation kit, Rexener Bioheater is in principle suitable for all the hot tubs on the market.
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REXENER INSULATING COVER 
The insulating cover is stylish and 
easy to handle. The insulating cover 
effectively keeps your hot tub warm 
and clean. The cover colour is dark 
grey. The top layer is made from 
weather-resistant marine grade 
synthetic leather. Size 189 × 189 cm. 
Thickness 9.5 cm. Lockable.

REXENER STAIRS 
Stairs are an essential hot tub accessory. They guarantee easy and 
safe access to the warmth of your hot tub. Handmade in Finland.  
The colour of the stairs is Rexener Grey, matching the colour of the 
hot tubs.

ACCESSORIES

LUIN LIVING BATH TEXTILES
The world’s best bath textiles complement your enjoyment of 
the hot tub. Check out all the products at www.rexener.com

REXENER  
REINDEER HIDE
Reindeer roam freely in Finland's pure 
northern nature. The reindeer rearing area 
covers 36% of the total area of Finland, 
more than 120,000 km2.

The authentic Rexener reindeer hide is 
a natural and versatile luxury product. 
The reindeer hide tells the tale of the 
unique nature of the north. With the 
help of the this hide, you can create a 
cosy and intimate atmosphere in a place 
that is important to you. Each hide is a 
handmade product.

REXENER GREY WOOD OIL
Rexener Grey is a soluble wax-based wood oil that helps you 
maintain the wooden surfaces of your hot tub. Wood oil is also 
suitable for protecting and tinting other wooden outdoor surfaces 
such as garden furniture, terraces, docks and stairs. Available in 
two handy pack sizes: 1L and 250ml.
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REXENER HOT TUBS ARE MADE IN FINLAND
We have been raised in the North. We live the bulk of the year in the dark, in freezing and 
snow-covered Finland. If anyone needs a little warm water and light, it’s us. Both things are 
offered by Rexener hot tubs, which we design and manufacture in Askola, Finland.

Every hot tub we send out is unique. The materials shaped by nature give the hot tub’s 
appearance their own, original touch. Our careful craftsmanship is visible in almost every 
stage of the hot tub’s production, from preparation to the finishing touches. 

HOT TUBS ARE MADE TO LAST
As a guarantee of our meticulous craftsmanship, we offer a 3-year warranty for all Rexener 
hot tubs. If you have any problems with your product during the warranty period, you can 
rest assured that our skilled service personnel will visit your hot tub to service it. Your pool 
will receive a total warranty of 5 years when you register your product with our online 
service. You can read more about the warranty terms on 
our website www.rexener.com.

HANDMADE IN FINLAND

5
YEARS

RE
X NORDIC GROUP

REXNORDIC.COM

We reserve the right to make changes to the products.
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1. The highest quality hot tub, handmade in Finland

2. Made from genuine certified Finnish wood

3. Hot tub with the fastest and most affordable heating

4. Easiest to maintain, smoothest to use

5. Peace of mind – we’re here if you need us

WHY CHOOSE REXENER?
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WE ARE HERE FOR YOU

SALES AND CUSTOMER SERVICE

013 553 773 70
info@rexnordic.com

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

075 3895 9836
service@rexnordic.com
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Rex Nordic Group - Askola - Finland


